A rapid and fluorogenic TMP-AcBOPDIPY probe for covalent labeling of proteins in live cells.
Protein labeling is enormously useful for characterizing protein function in cells and organisms. Chemical tagging methods have emerged as a new generation protein labeling strategy in live cells. Here we have developed a novel and versatile TMP-AcBOPDIPY probe for selective and turn-on labeling of proteins in live cells. A small monomeric tag, E. coli dihydrofolate reductase (eDHFR), was rationally designed to introduce a cysteine in the vicinity of the ligand binding site. Trimethoprim (TMP) that specifically binds to eDHFR was linked to the BOPDIPY fluorophore containing a mildly thiol-reactive acrylamide group. TMP-AcBOPDIPY rapidly labeled engineered eDHFR tags via a reaction termed affinity conjugation (a half-life of ca. 2 min), which is one of the top fast chemical probes for protein labeling. The probe displays 2-fold fluorescence enhancement upon labeling of proteins. We showed that the probe specifically labeled intracellular proteins in live cells without and with washing out the dye. We demonstrated its utility in visualizing intracellular processes by fluorescence-lifetime imaging microscopy (FLIM) measurements.